THING ONE

by Greg McKellar

Greg McKellar has become one of our favorite GK artists. And,
while some folks in this hobby deny that this stuff is art or that the
painters we admire are artists, I dare them to tell that to Greg’s
face. After all, Greg jumps out of airplanes, rides motorcycles all
over the country, hangs around with a bunch of guys playing
bagpipes and wearing skirts, and, now that he is retired, he works
at a gun store.
Tell him to his face that he is not an artist. Go ahead. MAKE HIS DAY!!
As diverse as his background is, his painting interests (subjects, techniques, styles, media, and scales) are no less diverse.
He digs classic characters, freaky practical FX monsters, schlock creatures from the 50s, contemporary horror and sci-fi
subjects, and comic characters…to name just a few.
With all that, we knew Greg was perfect for doing a two-part painting article on Black Heart’s two life-sized Thing wallhangers. Part One of the article features Black Heart’s 1:1 scale new Deluxe wall-hanger of James Arness from The Thing
from Another World (1951) sculpted by Joe Simon. Part Two features our 1:1 scale wall-hanger sculpted by Danny
Wagner and inspired by the one of the many incarnations of the alien organism in John Carpenter’s The Thing (1982).

As a huge fan of all things Thing, Greg was game for this 2-parter and he knocked it out of this world. Thanks, Greg, for
making Black Heart look twice as good.

When I was a wee lad, living in the south beaches of L.A., there was a program called “The Million
Dollar Movie” on KHJ-TV Channel 9. Each week the show featured a film and showed that film
every night, Monday thru Friday, and twice on Saturday and Sunday. That program introduced
me to King Kong, Godzilla, and other classic monster films. I was hooked.
One particular week, the film being featured was The
Thing from Another World and I believe I saw every
showing. I mean, c’mon, the movie has exotic Antarctica,
army guys, a crashed spaceship, and this THING frozen in
the ice. And, even better, the creature turned out to be an
alien life-form. OOOOH yeah!! That was just the stuff for
me. It was also cool that when I saw the film, the title
character was played by actor James Arness who played
Marshal Matt Dillon on TV’s Gunsmoke, one of the most
popular TV shows in the ‘60s. This film made a huge
impression on me and I was hooked on the genre for life.

In 2011, Black Heart Enterprises made a
big impression in the GK world by
introducing its 1:1 scale The Thing wallhanger. It was very well-received but
has been out of production for some
time. Black Heart is now determined to
grab up even more of your wall space by
re-issuing the venous vegetable villain
in an expanded wall-hanging kit that
adds a bit of torso and the Thing’s
creepy hand. The newly released deluxe
kit features the same accurate portrait
of James Arness as The Thing, and, in
addition, Black Heart has added the
alien’s torn tunic and hand, complete
with knuckle claws and all brilliantly
executed by sculptor Joe Simon. He’s
quite the impressive piece.
So, let’s get this thing started.

Since the THING was said to be made up of carbon-based
plant matter (It says so in the movie!!), I decided to stretch
my imagination and go with a green pallet for the skin. I did
not want a flat one-dimensional interpretation and knew I
would want to add variation in the colors I would use.
Prominent veins on his head and neck provide lots of
opportunity to let yourself go with whatever colors you
choose…not to mention the fact that the film was in black
and white.
The kit comes in two parts, the original wall-hanging head
and the newly released add-on body and hand. Both parts
come molded in black and are configured so that modelers
who bought the original head can now buy and easily add
the body part.
I primered both parts with gray and white Badger Stynylrez airbrushable primer. I have found
this primer to be the best. It really takes hold and gives a great base to build upon. PIC 1
I mixed up some Liquitex BASICS Titan Buff and some Badger Light Green. That created a light
yellowish hue for my base and I airbrushed this on the flesh parts, the hand and head. PIC 2
The next step was to create a texture to the skin. I employed Americana Avocado (Green craft
paint) to do the honors. I brushed on a diluted coat of this color to the face and hand, doing one
small section at a time. I used a sea sponge to dab off the paint while leaving a nice pattern. This
is not mottling but I like the pattern. I intentionally left some of the high spots, such as the twin
protruding forehead domes, on the lighter side, both for better definition and to highlight
afterward. PIC 3

Pics 1, 2, and 3

A splatter of Midnight Blue with a toothbrush also aided in
breaking up the expanse of green. I then took COM ART Transparent
Yellow Ochre and pumped some of it thru my Badger SOTAR 20/20
on the domes and other areas. This was done to, again, add some
texture and variation to the overall skin tone. I used this same
technique on the hand. PIC 4
Now for some shadowing. I could use the airbrush for this but for
this project I chose to use pastels. Pastels can be controlled more
easily and you can work up the intensity of the colors you are using.
You can even mix pastels (PAN pastels work particularly well when
mixing).

I took blue and dark green
powders and worked them
into some creases, around
the eyes, under the lower
lip and around the domes.
Just use your eye and do as
much as you like. I added
red and some orange
around the eyelids on areas
of the ears and a few other
places just to continue to
break up the green
monopoly on the skin.

Pic 5 ↑

Pastels were also used on
the protruding veins. I did
not want them to be major
feature as it would draw
too much attention away
from the entire visage. I
used both red and blue on
them by doing a first pass
with the powder on a
brush and then coming
behind with a softer brush
to blend the colors. PIC 5,
PIC 6
And, that’s it for the overall skin effect.

Pic 6 ↓

I looked up images of thorns and imitated a rose bush thorn for the Thing’s knuckle claws. PIC 7

PIC 7

PIC 8

I painted the tunic solid black with some dark gray highlights sprayed in the appropriate areas.
For the lining of the tunic (the torn area), I used tones of white (that’s what it looks like to me in
the movies’ production stills). I made the undershirt grey with darker shadows added. PIC 8
And, now on to the eyes. I was torn as to how I wanted the eyes to look. I ultimately wanted them
to be alien in appearance and inhuman. I tried a few variations but eventually settled on a mish
mash that looks blue-ish, purple-ish but also light green-ish and, ultimately, kind of coolish.
Here’s what I did:
- I put down a base of green;
- I added striations of light blue and white;
- I added a ring of yellow wash around iris;
- I added reddish hue to edge of iris;
- I painted sclera an iridescent white;
- Added a little color to the iridescent white;
- I painted on and on until I liked it.

I put a yellow ring around the iris just so it would show up better. To finish, I glossed the eyes with
epoxy. I should mention that I usually paint and tear down eyes several times on a project before
I’m satisfied. I mean, it’s just paint, right?
Well, that’s it. He is a big brute, sure to command attention on your display wall. As I said before,
this was a black and white film and there was no particular mention of color. While there are
colored promo shots and lobby cards on-line that suggest colors, don’t be afraid to just go nuts
and experiment. In other words, do YOUR thing when you do your Thing.
And, as they say at the end of the film, “Watch the skies!”

‘Cuz you just never know.

Greg

THING TWO

by Greg McKellar

Having been a fan of the original Thing From
Another World (1951), I remember waiting
with great anticipation to see the remake, John
Carpenter’s The Thing (1982) and , man, was I
in for a mind-blowing experience. I must have
seen it four times in the theater. It deviated
from the original film version and was more
faithful to the alien in John W. Campbell Jr.’s
story, “Who Goes There?”

Carpenter’s filmdazzled us with so many different versions of the alien and with ground-breaking practical
effects. Among them was an alien with two almost-human faces that appeared to be joining together in
grotesque grimaces and contorting flesh.

Rob Bottin and the split head Thing

Little did movie-goers know that this was a chilling precursor to what is one of the most successful uses of
practical FX in film history. With his work on the film, special effects supervisor, Rob Bottin, turned a new
page in the book of practical creature FX. Kurt Russell had a starring role in the movie but the creature FX
for THE THING was the star.
Black Heart’s collaboration
with sculptor Danny Wagner,
a Rob Bottin devotee, brings
the Two-Face-Guy-Thing, to
your GK collection. This is an
awesome life-sized sculpture
and it is dying… screaming to
have some paint thrown at it.
I know that many folks have
already done this piece. So, I
was determined to try and go
in a slightly different
direction just to employ some
techniques I have been
playing around with. I hoped
to produce something that is
as unique as Mr. Bottin’s
design.
Greg McKellar holding on to his Thing

For this project, my main objective is to illustrate two distinct skin tones melding together. The
image in the movie was pretty monotoned and covered in blood. So, it was hard to see variations
in hue and texture. Because of that, I decided to go free-form and to see what happens.
Black Heart’s castings are up to their usual standards, sharp, clean and ready to go. It is molded
in black resin and comes in three pieces, the main body and two separate rows of choppers. I
chose to go to a white canvas as I feel I can best control light and dark with that.
After primering the Thing white, I took a hunk of sea sponge and stippled some red and purple for
the underlying skin tone or mottling or something to that effect. Photo 1

Photo 1

Photo 2

Unfortunately I added too much red and purple and there was not enough delineation. So, I
spayed a light coat of white primer over it to bring it back a bit. Photo 2
You might find it useful to see my mishaps. We all make them and, believe me, I’ve become a pro
at mishaps. I make a bunch. But, I just keep plugging away at it until the result pleases me.
Almost everything I paint is done in a lot of extremely thin layers. I don’t care how long it takes
me. I always attempt to go for an organic look. That is why I use an airbrush sparingly, although I
think this piece will require that I break my own rule. There is a lot of skin space so I will have to
apply a lot of layers of skin tone with a compressed air driven thing-a-ma-jig.

I usually custom mix my skin tones but for this
piece I apply an underlying tone of Garage Kits US
(GK) Pale Flesh on the right face and GK Flesh on
the left face. On top of that I apply a mix of white
and GOLDEN Titan Buff. This provides scaffolding
for the spattering that will follow. Photo 3
I decided to go with a spattering technique only
because a large piece like this is capable of getting
away with a lot of texturing. I used the technique
that I describe in my Dracula article “I Don’t drink
….wine”.

Photo 3

I wanted to have two skin tones coming
together so on the right side I splattered
warmer tones like burnt umber, burnt sienna,
a little yellow ochre, and a tad of purple. On
the left side I applied red, purple, yellow
ochre, and a tiny bit of blue.
After spattering I took a chance and over
sprayed some GK Raw Umber Enhancer on
the right side to separate the skin tones.
OOOPS, it’s a bit much so I brought it back a
bit by spaying my lighter skin tone mix.
Photo 4

Photo 4

This model has a ton of folds and nooks and crannies that accentuate the “flow” of the melding
skin. For me this is a prime opportunity to break out the pastels. I can get better accuracy using
them on a brush and I can layer on colors right on top of each other. For instance, I can put down a
line of blue into a folds then come back with some red. The result is purple, of course, but the
hues of red and blue are present as well. I think I’s a pretty cool effect and easy to do. I am not shy
about mixing up the colors. I apply red, green, blue, brown, ochre, black, and just about anything

that I like. Again, I am experimenting and if something
doesn’t work, I just break out the flesh tone and start
the area again. Or, I just take some water on a cotton
ball and wipe off the mistake and go from there. I had
to recover many times during the process, but for me
that is part of the fun. I like the trial and error
discovery. It’s just paint. Photo 5
This part of the head requires a lot of attention
because of so much going on here. And, since it is THE
THING, there is no limit to what you can do here. These
bulbous, intestine- looking structures (NODES) look
like some type of growth or internal organ. So, I went
with pinkish-brown and dark and light accents.
I used ComArt colors, GK transparency paints, pastels,
FW INK, and then threw in the kitchen sink. I initially
defined the NODES with GK Transparent Tongue. On
top of that I used washes, (and I mean very thin
washes) of ComArt Ochre, green, and blue all around
the fleshy areas around the NODES.
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Where it gets too heavy, I wet a brush with water and
move the color around. This is very hard to describe
but I just kept adding colors and see what happens.
This took me several painting sessions until I felt it was
good enough. Do not get impatient.
There is no wrong way to go here and that is one aspect
I like. Heck, you could make the whole THING green
and purple and who’s to say it’s wrong. Photos 6 & 7
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THE MAW, TONGUE, ETC: It’s a big gaping hole so I guess it’s a maw. I wanted to separate the
coloring between the tongue, gums and lips just to make it a bit more visual.
The inner mouth was painted with GK
Pale Flesh. On top of that, I used GK Tans
Blood 1, Trans Tongue, and Trans Bruise
Purple. When it got darker than I was
going for, I just sprayed a little Pale Flesh
on it and started over. (Now you know
why it takes me so long to finish
anything).
Eventually I applied a coat of GK Tongue
to see if I liked it. Not bad but I topped it
off with GK Trans Tongue, which GK
recommends. It’s OK but I added more
detail with GK Blood Red 1. Photo 8
Photo 8 ↑

Photo 09 ↓

The gum areas were pretty red so I sprayed some of my flesh base color to roll it back a bit. The
result gave me a sort of a purplish-gray tone. Hmm, not bad I think. I took pastel red, purple, blue,
and brown and dotted areas of the gums and then took a large, soft brush to blend the colors into
the area. I kinda like it. Photo 09

TEETH: Two heads, so two shades of teeth. One side had the teeth painted white and the other
ivory. Small difference I know. I used pastels to add some depth to the choppers, brownish tones
on the ivory and gray tones o the white. A thin wash of the base color was brushed on top of the
teeth until I got the desired effect. I probably did not get a dramatic contrast of the teeth per face
that I wanted but there is only so much you can do. Photo 10 & 11

Photo 10

Photo 11

THE EYE: I have to be thankful
that with two faces I only have
one eye to do. BONUS!! The eyes
on a 1:1 usually take the most
time for me to get the result I
want. That’s because I usually
use oil paints to do them. Again,
refer to the Bela Lugosi or The
Bride Of Frankenstein articles
for my technique.

Photo 12

To add a splash of color, I
decided to do a
greenish/yellowish eye for this
Thing. After the iris was done
with a few shades of ochre and
green with raw sienna spots, I
added the pupil. Here I did a
small area with black acrylic
paint then took black pastel and
made the pupil larger and faded
the edges of it. Photo 12

The sclera was done with an off white mix and shaded using paste, brown and ochre. The blood
vessels were done with a light mix of red oil paint and thinner. This dries pretty quickly with a
hair drier. Tah-dahhh!

General Finish: After all is done I sprayed the entire piece with Krylon Satin Gloss. I want a shiny
finish but I also want various places to be ultra shiny. I spray Krylon Triple Thick Gloss in the
maw and set the piece upright to let gravity work its magic. The eye also
gets several coats of Triple Thick Gloss. After that is dried, I mix more
Triple Thick gloss with GK Blood Red 1. I apply this mixture with a
chipping brush to areas of the neck to provide the gore that I was
after. Then I again make sure it is sitting upright while drying.

There you have it. This Black Heart Thing
wall-hanger was really a blast and, at the
same time, a challenge to paint. Heck, every
piece for me is a challenge because it seems
that I am always trying new techniques. The
experimentation takes time but I enjoy it.
Just as with the original Thing from Another World (which was a
black & white film) , you don’t see a lot of this monster in the 1982
remake. And , even when you do see it, the colors and textures are
not clear. This presents the perfect opportunity to do your own
thing with your own Thing.

If you're a THING fan like I am, you gotta get this piece and try your hand at throwing some paint
at it. Cheers.

Greg
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